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One of MTA’s strengths is being able to offer an attractive alternative for acts who don’t quite
fit into the rock or pop categories. ”Call MTA, They know the folk scene” has become a common
suggestion when artists want to explore stages and scenes other than the most familiar ones. Folk
is just one example. One might as well say blues, world, or jazz.
IN 2000, HILDA FOUNDED MTA PRODUCTION AB.
MTA stands for Music, Theatre and Arts. Ever since childhood, Hilda had been very interested
in creating dramatic theatre and music, both on stage and behind the scenes. She was eager to
learn more about all parts of the creative process. After several attempts to be accepted into the
Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts, Hilda decided to start a production company with the
initial aim to provide a platform for her own drama pieces and music productions. It was soon to
become a lot more than that.
Slowly, but surely, MTA evolved into a production company specialized on creating, producing
and booking tours and concerts. “I decided to work with the entire process: creating the artistic
content, and working with marketing, as well as creating my own corporate culture”.
The company has grown into a creative booking and programming agency.
Today, MTA Production has all the requirements to successfully handle tours, marketing album
releases as well as program festivals on stages around the world.
Together with artist Sofia Karlsson, MTA Production started record label Sally Wiola Records.
During the last eight years, they have produced the both successful and critically acclaimed
Christmas show ”Jul i Folkton”. Sally Wiola Music has also released some of Sofia Karlsson’s
own albums, Blues Detour by the “supergroup” of the same name, consisting of Ale Möller, Eric
Bibb and Knut Reiersrud. The label’s most recent release is a Trilogy Sally Wiola Sessions part 1
and part 2. Part One “Pianosolos” is by swedish pianist Martin Hederos (The Soundtrack of Our
Lives, Tonbruket, duo with Nina Persson(Cardigans). Part two is Lisas “Fiddle and Accordeon
Conversations” (violinist Lisa Rydberg accordionist Lisa Långbacka). Part three is Sofia Karlssons
”Guitarstories”. The Vision is a coherent trilogy with acoustic instrumental music we call Slow
Music. Handcrafted and organic Music.

FOR NOW AND IN THE FUTURE MTA IS AN AGENCY AS WELL AS AN
BUREAU FOR CREATIVE IDEAS IN CULTURE, MUSIC AND ARTS.

MTA PRODUCTION 2018
The members of Ale Möller Band have shifting musical backgrounds and together they create world
music not necessarily rooted in each individual member’s background, but rather in the strength of
their musicianship.
During the last two years, Ale Möller Band have worked intensively, touring the Nordic countries,
Portugal and Japan, and released the new album entitled ”Argai” (which means ”Welcome, come in!” in
the West African fula language).
The album was released in the autumn of 2012.
Musically, the album contains each band member’s entire spectrum of musical influences. As with
earlier album, the material weaves together new and traditional styles from all over the world together.
Ale Möller (various instruments), Maria Stellas (vocal), Mamadou Sene (Vocal), Magnus Stinnerbom
(vocal, mandolin, accordion), Sebastian Dubé (upright bass) and Rafael Sida Huizar (drums)

ALE MÖLLER BAND
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Genre: Nordic Folk
Territory: Global, Middle-East, USA and Asia
Thorn Ullberg
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ALE MÖLLER TRIO
Ale Möller, Mats Öberg, and Olle Linder.
Sweden’s best, and most constantly present multi instrumentalist, Ale Möller meets Mats Öberg, the
pianist and keyboard player who plays whatever occurs to him. Olle Linder (percussion), another great
folk musician, makes the trio complete.
The band first saw daylight during some sporadic summer gigs 2012. A mini tour in 2013 was an
astounding success.
After that the band decided to work hard and to continue to explore a musical world that they have
named ”Folkfusion”.
Ale explains it as “a music lab and a venue for genre rock and loose musicians”!
The band has recorded new material due to be released in 2018.

Genre: Folkfusion
Territory: Global, USA and Asia

©PA Sandberg
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BAZAR BLÅ

Bazar Blå – three master musicians from Sweden who have spent the last twenty years refining their
sound and defining a space of their own in the world music scene. To celebrate 2016 they will release
their 6th album and premiere a fully new repertoire.
Bazar Blå creates new music that manages to be just as Swedish as it is globally irresistible. Using
percussion, bass-guitars, bass-mandola and nyckelharpa - an ancient Swedish folk instrument – this
trio has many addictive ways of spellbinding listeners.
2016 marks their 20th anniversary as a trio. To celebrate this remarkable collaboration they have
created a totally new repertoire, which will be released as their 6th album. Seven very intense years
since their last recording serve as the backdrop of an extraordinary musical road trip and this next
evolutionary step of Bazar Blå’s unique sound.
Over the last few years the trio’s existence has been far from obvious. However, on the edge of giving
up, some important experiences once again proved that the musical magic is just as addictive as when
the first steps were taken. So - dear listener - Bazar Blå are ready for new adventures!
“The role of Swedish musicians and their impact on the world’s music scene is undeniable. Bazar Blå is
yet another proof of the thriving and prosperous musical culture of the nordic countries. The virtuosos
of this trio offer a palette of unique sounds and a deep intimacy that no listener can avoid relating to.
Although loyal and respectful to their Swedish roots, Bazar Blå humbly shapes their boundary-free
musical net so fine that ears become keen to get caught in it!”
Ramin Sadighi – Hermes Records, Iran - Winner of WOMEX 15 Professional Excelle
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Genre: Contemporary Swedish Crossover
Territory: Global, Middle-East, USA, Europe and Asia
Martin Möll
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BJÄRAN

Bjäran’s musical paths crossed long before the band was formed. The four members met at a young age
through folk music courses, and their musical development began. This shared background has given
them a mutual understanding of Northern Swedish folk music traditions, with a particular interest
in the vivid harshness and melancholy of the landscape. Those early meetings paved the way for tight
musical interaction and right from the first rehearsal, their sound started taking shape.

Their unique soundscape reaches out to audiences and challenges the listener to see things from a new
perspective. The dynamic combination of a broad tonal image and progressive foundation of train-like
percussion creates the characteristic sound of Bjäran’s debut album “Ack ve” (2014), which was wellreceived by both inside and outside the folk music community.
Bjäran second album was released in 2016 and was entitled “Bjäran”
Magdalena Eriksson – fiddle / Christian Cuadra – saxophones / Peter Bonde – guitar/mandola/
cittern / Mattias Mårtensson – percussion
Genre: Nordic Folk
Territory: Global, Europe, USA and Asia

© Magnus Jakobsson
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DANIEL KARLSSON TRIO
The Daniel Karlsson Trio have since their album debut Das Taxibåt in September 2013 established
themselves as one of the most interesting constellations in Swedish jazz. Not least through the
magnificent hat trick brought home by their sophomore release Fusion for Fish, released in August
2014. The album ended up winning them theSwedish Radio’s jazz group of the year Award 2014,
Swedish jazz magazine OJ’s Golden Disc 2015 as well as the Swedish Jazz Grammy of 2015. Ears have
been opened abroad as well, their music met with press accolades and frequent airplay in Germany,
but also in the UK and Ireland.

On this, their third outing, there’s a also new member in the band. Double bass player Kristian Lind has
moved to Turkey and has been replaced by his namesake Christian Spering, an outstanding musician
and an exceptionally well known name for those in the know of the Swedish jazz scene. As always the
new album contain a collection of exciting original compositions by Daniel Karlsson. Nine new songs
(we had to drop one title on the LP version) with a more or less pronounced theme of food apparent in
the song titles. All collectively and aptly named The Daniel Karlsson Trio at the Feel Free Falafel.
Daniel Karlsson, piano, synthesizers, mellotron / Christian Spering, double bass & tar shehnai /
Fredrik Rundqvist, drums & percussion

Genre: Jazz
Territory: Global, USA and Asia
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© Per Kristiansen
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EMILIA AMPER

Genre: Nordic Folk
Territory: Global, USA and Asia

NORDIC TRADITION WITH AN EXPLORER’S VISION
Emilia Amper is one of Sweden’s most sought after folk musicians, Swedish and American Grammy
nominee, Norwegian Grammy winner, Artist of the Year at the Swedish Folk & World Music
Awards, World champion on the nyckelharpa, awarded National fiddler of the realm and winner
of the Nordic Composer’s award the NPU Prize. In her music, a deep knowledge and love for
traditions meet an endless, open-minded exploration of the nyckelharpa’s possibilities. With her
charisma, virtuosity and energy she moves with ease across stylistic boundaries and touches people
in both small and big venues across the world.
Emilia Amper Band features her own music for nyckelharpa, vocals, string ensemble (from trio
up to full symphony orchestra) and percussion. She also plays with various Nordic folk and world
music ensembles such as ODE, The Forbidden Orchestra and Frode Haltli’s Grenseskogen. She
has performed as a soloist with classical orchestras such as Västerås Sinfonietta, The Trondheim
Soloists, Camerata Nordica and Trondheim Symphony Orchestra, with Swiss flamenco company
Flamencos en route and Ballett am Rhein in Düsseldorf, with Kurdish, Indian, West African,
Persian and Arabic musicians, as a studio musician and with pop/rock and jazz musicians. She is
also a popular teacher in Sweden and abroad, gives workshops in nyckelharpa and Swedish folk
music and teaches regularly at the Royal College of Music in Stockholm.
In October 2016 her second solo album Lux was released at venerable classical label BIS Records
(Emilia is BIS’s only folk music artist), following her success debut Trollfågeln. On Lux, Emilia
shines as a composer, arranger, ensemble leader and soloist, and we get to meet influences from all
over the world, in music for nyckelharpa, vocals, string ensemble and percussion.
The strings on Emilia Amper’s nyckelharpa cut like high voltage lines through open Swedish landscapes
- jan gradvall, di weekend
“Brilliantly well-made” - po tidholm, dagens nyheter
“Guaranteed one of this year’s best folk music albums” - kalle tiderman, lira
“I have never experienced anyone, anytime, who could so transfix an audience”
- robert von bahr, founder and owner of bis records
“It was everything I want in a gig. If only more orchestral performances were like that!
I enjoyed it more than any I’ve ever been to” - andrew cronshaw, froots

© Henrik Peel
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Erlend Viken Trio
Norwegian fiddler Erlend Viken has teamed up with guitarist Marius Graff and cellist Leo Svensson
Sander, creating an original expression that really stands out. This led to a long string of glowing
reviews for their albums Frie Tøyler (Free rein) in 2014 and Nykomlingen (The newcomer) in 2017.
¨Spacious and rugged stuff from Norway¨. ¨Nykomlingen is a truly collaborative, adventurous CD¨
-Songlines
¨One of Norway´s hottest bands¨ -Svenska Dagbladet
“This is music that hits home whether you’re a fan of folk, rock or blues,” -Adresseavisen
”The strength of the compositions and the power of interaction creates a music of pure genius, ”
-Bladet Folkemusikk
”There are tracks here that take their place on any best of-playlist you can imagine,” -Lira
The trio is touring actively both in Norway and abroad, and have gained many fans across the genre
boundaries through their energetic live performances. Guitar and cello interacting with the fiddle
gives the listener a raw acoustic experience based on Norwegian and Swedish traditional music, while
also inspired by American old time music, rock, desert blues and improvisational music.
All the trio’s members are sought after musicians, and have played with several of the biggest names
in rock, pop, jazz, hip hop and folk music in Scandinavia.
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Genre: Nordic Folkmusic
Territory: The Worldd Asia
Johannes Selvaag
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The Forbidden Orchestra

FIVE MUSICIANS - FIVE EXPRESSIONS. ONE GOAL - MUSICAL FREEDOM OF SPEECH.

Five powerful, brilliant and ground breaking artists in an alliance to explore musical paths, spread
equality and unite people through music.
The Forbidden Orchestra is an open-minded and warm-hearted oasis where musical traditions meet
and inspire each other.
Based on norm breaking artistry, powerful stories and the will to promote peace and freedom of
speech, The Forbidden Orchestra give a performance filled with joy, sorrow and mesmerizing grooves
moving across all borders.
WELCOME TO A MUSICAL KNOCKOUT!

Nadin Al Khalidi - Iraq/Sweden
Liliana Zavala - Argentina/Sweden
Emilia Amper - Sweden
Simona Abdallah - Palestine/Denmark
Sousou Cissoko - Sweden/Senegal

Genre: World
Territory: The World

© Helena Pataki
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GJERMUND LARSEN
Gjermund Larsen enjoys a position as one of the most respected and active performers
and composers on the contemporary Norwegian folk music scene.
In 2002 he became the youngest fiddler ever to win the Norwegian Championship
in traditional folk-fiddling, and in 2011 he was nominated for the Grammy Awards
in the category “small ensemble performance” together with the Trondheim Soloists.
Together with double bassist Sondre Meisfjord and pianist/organist Andreas
Utnem, Larsen formed the band Gjermund Larsen Trio The three band members
represent a wide range of genres, ranging from classical and contemporary to
jazz and pop, as well as traditional folk music.
A diverse background that results
in a highly aesthetic and rewarding sonic
landscape.
In 2008 they received the Norwegian
Grammy for their debut-album
“Ankomst”, and their second album
“Aurum” (2010), was nominated in
two categories.
Gjermund Larsen Trio´s last album
”Salmeklang” released in 2016 was
nominated for the Norwegian Grammy.
Gjermund Larsen won the award for
”Composer of the year” (2017)

Genre: Nordic Folk
Territory: Global, Europe, USA and Asia

© Geir Dokken
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HAZELIUS HEDIN
Hazelius Hedin – New folk star duo

Two of Sweden’s most established folk musicians make up the duo Hazelius Hedin. They sing and
play their Swedish folk music with passion, rare ease and unquestionable presence – it’s impossible to
remain unaffected.
Esbjörn Hazelius (violin, cittra, guitars) and Johan Hedin (nyckelharpa/key fiddle) both grew up in the
south of Sweden, where the traditional couple dance “slängpolska” prevails. But they search all over
Sweden for their repertoire, which includes everything from medieval ballads, sailor songs, and love
ballads to instrumental dance tunes. Moreover, Hazelius and Hedin also pass on the tradition through
their own compositions. They arrange the music carefully, often inspired by Esbjörn’s Irish tradition of
music arranging, and constantly look for new instrumental harmonies.
They recently released their critically acclaimed new album, ”Sunnan”.

Genre: Nordic Folk
Territory: Global, Europe, USA and Asia

© David Brohede
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KOLONIEN
Things have developed quickly for Kolonien.

The band started 2010 when violinist Anna Möller joined the brothers Arvid (vocals, guitar, bass)
& Erik Rask (vocals, guitar) and Mischa Grind (vocals, percussion), thus adding the final voice in
Koloniens characteristic four-part vocals.
During the first year, they were invited to play abroad in Tanzania and Israel/Palestine, where they
found inspiration and time to complete their sound, mixing folk music with pop and reggae grooves.
Dynamic compositions that enter the twentieth century, but still stay true to their roots.
Through this, Kolonien gained attention from audiences throughout Sweden, and in 2011 they
received an award for Best Young Folk Act. 2012 saw the release of their debutalbum, “Clockwise”,
which was followed by an extensive tour throughout Sweden as awll a few concerts in Croatia and
Cyprus.
This established Kolonien as one of the more prominent new acts in the folk music scene today,
resulting in them becoming ”Newcomer of the Year” at the Folk and World Music Awards in Sweden.
In 2015, they released their new album, “Drömmarnas land”.
Kolonien is currently working on their second album.
The band is chosen to play at Folkalliance, Kansas City, Usa in 2018
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Genre: Visionary New Swedish Folk
Territory: Worldwide
Olof Grind
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KNUT REIERSRUD
When he was ten, Knut Reiersrud recorded Miles Davis and Mikael
Urbaniak from the radio on his sister’s cassette player. Two years later,
he and his brother bought themselves guitars after seeing Buddy Guy
and Muddy Waters on TV. At eighteen, Knut became an overnight
sensation when the same Buddy Guy and Otis Rush, having heard
him for the first time, embraced him and immediately invited him
home to Chicago.
Knut Reiersrud (1961) is known to most people as a guitarist. It’s
now over thirty years since he had the honour of playing with his
legendary heroes. Since then he has played at 6,000 concerts, made
more than 300 records, and 14 under his own name, and in between
times learned to master ten different string instruments. The
problems arise when you try to explain what kind of guitarist he is.
A man who always travels around with eight guitars because they
have been tuned differently according to where the music comes
from is versatility personified.
Reiersrud’s unique talent shines out through all this versatility. In
some inexplicable way, he creates an aura around the notes that is
pure Reiersrud, whether he is playing African, Indian, Norwegian or
American folk music,
His treatment of string instruments, both musically and visually,
is considered to be a total experience. The Norwegian King Harald
said after a Reiersrud concert in South Africa that he had never seen
a musician physically disappear into an instrument in a way like
Reiersrud did.
President Tabu Mbeki offered Knut a South African passport - for a
return visit.
With his huge experience - 14 solo albums, participating in over 200
recordings and tours on all continents of the world - he is almost a
living legend.

Genre: Blues/Roots
Territory: The World

© Knut Rothe
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LEGENDARY LENA WILLEMARK -has become a
central figure within the Swedish folk music,
and is crossing the borders between genres in a
revolutionary, yet unforced, way.

LENA
WILLEMARK

She is the worlds most sought after Swedish folksinger.
Lena Willemark bears a unique music treasure from
her roots in the swedish area of Älvdalen. Willemark
sings, plays the violin and composes music. Over
the years, she has worked with several musicians in
many different genres. Frifot, Elise Einarsdotter, Karin
Rehnqvist, Anders Jormin, Ale Möller, Marilyn Mazur,
Kirsten Bråtenberg, Det Norske Kammerorkester,
The Royal Philharmonics and The Gothenburg
Symphony, to name but a few.
Willemark has been awarded with four Swedish
Grammys and nominated for the Nordic Music Prize.

Genre: Nordic Folk
Territory: Worldwide

© Thorn Ullberg

BLÅ FERDI

Lena Willemark: vocals & violin
Mia Marin: five strings violin
Emma Reid: violin
Sandra Marteleur: viola
Leo Sander: cello
Tina Quartey: percussion

16
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Blåferdį (The Blue Journey) is a mesmerizing album from an always adventurous Swedish singer and
violin player. Lena Willemark was inspired to write music for a Euroradio Folk Festival commission,
after reading Siri Hustvedt’s book ”The Shaking Woman.” Hustvedt (a Norwegian studies professor)
wrote about a recurring neurological condition which, when it occurred, would leave her shaking. As
she undergoes treatment, Hustvedt wonders about her condition. Is it physical? Solely ‘mental?’ Both?
Or a manifestion of memory? In short, what Willemark seems to have taken away from Hustvedt’s
work is the concern for the outward life, and the submerged inner life. Willemark includes a quote from
Hustvedt in the liner notes:
“Around and beneath the island of that self-conscious storyteller is a vast sea of unconsciousness, of
what we don’t know, will never know, or have forgotten.”
The listener, then, is bound to be caught up in this crucial tension: we hear the stories brought to life
by the musician, but who can say what the words and music will stir in each person, or in the next
moment?
To realize Blåferdį, Willemark wrote a series of poems, in Swedish and in Älvdalska (also called Elfdalian,
an ancient Swedish language) which she set to the sounds of a quintet (Willemark, vocals and violin;
Emma Reid, violin; Mia Marin, 5-string violin; Mikael Marin, 5-string viola; and Leo Sander, cello), plus a
percussionist (the wonderful Tina Quartey, on numerous drums and bells).
The texts themselves are beautiful, deep zen pieces. For example, from “Blåferdį”:
Or, from “Swart (Black)”
Black as a forest lake
Above the water
the moon hangs
I am waiting for a whole new life
I am waiting
And the heart yearns for the light.
Everywhere nature interacts with human questing; on “Du so oller glemmd åv (You, Forgotten by
All)”, “Fragments of memories. Streams that die away, to be a person without one’s self. Love is your
star(“Balistienną”); a fiddler plays, and mountains tremble while deep seas roar (“Du spilmann,” O
Fiddler). Lyrically, this is elemental, organic material. Symbolically, Willemark is taking us into shadow
worlds where human emotions grow and die.
In the blue water
my journey began
Sweeping strains of memories
flowing
I breath close to you
You who are the one I never leave…

The music and singing is quite simply, astonishing. The strings act like roots, anchoring these songs, the
cello another dark timbre. Quartey’s percussion never overwhelms the delicacy and force with which the
quintet maneuvers through Willemark’s compositions. And Willemark is a magician, swooping in fullthroated, whispering, calling out encouragement to the musicians. On “Swart (Black),” Willemark begins
by intoning the lyrics, but then draws out deep breaths; one can almost imagine clouds of blackness
escaping from her mouth, as a stringed instrument adds a resonant thrum under her. Willemark then
heads up into her upper register, and the quintet joins in, circling, wary; the musicians drop away,
leaving Willemark vulnerable, with minimalist support. The quintet rejoins with dynamic flourishes,
but the cello changes the direction to a melodic dance before an emphatic ending which has Willemark
keening and shouting.
And that’s just one example of the craft displayed on Blåferdį. Willemark also includes two
instrumentals, “Swartpolską (The Black Polska),” and “Wissą-walsn (Waltz of Certainty),” both clearly
derived from the Swedish instrumental tradition of magical, swirling strings and melancholy. On “Edh
byres snart (It Begins Soon),” the strings and percussion lightly caress each other, calling and responding.
After a minute and a half, Willemark’s vocals enter (At night, I wait in the depths — like a cry.), and
suddenly the tune becomes clipped as she cries out, the tune dropping away, glistening like the top of
waves touched by the moon.
And the moon makes an encore, on the concluding track “Ra weg”: Let the moon follow you at night,
till the sunrise sings and joy returns –right away! “Ra weg” lets the string quintet actually rock, with its
bluesy, sassy swagger. Willemark coaxes the group along, repeating Ra weg, sounding out the notes of
the quintet as if she were engaging in Indian takadimi, and then eating the song alive.
An easy contender for album of the year, Lena Willemark and her “wish list of folk musicians” have
created an outstanding artistic statement. Incredibly, Blåferdį feels as if it has always been there
– the unconscious music of dreams, waking up. – Lee Blackstone
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NORDIC HIGHWAY
Nordic Music Highway is a tour concept aiming to contribute the exchange and mobility of the
emerging artists from Norway, Sweden and Finland. The aims is to create a network of high quality
venues from these countries that could be used as a tour route – Nordic Music Highway – that
represents new, high quality Nordic music. By finding two venues from each of the country as well as
possible other partners, the purpose is to create a continuous tour concept that could be a framework
for the further development.
The Nordic Music Highway team consists of Björn Bunes MTA Production (NO), Hilda Sandgren,
MTA Production (SE), Riitta Huttunen and Sirpa Lahti, Maetka (FI) and Julia Palmu, project manager
(FI).
The pilot project of Nordic Music Highway is planned to take place in 2018. The pilot will include two
6-shows tours on the Nordic Music Highway tour route, at the chosen venues. The touring artists will
be from Norway, Sweden and Finland representing the new and highquality Nordic music scene. For
both of the tour we will choose one duo/trio from each of the country that will tour together. In other
words, each of the Nordic Music Highway concerts would have three performing acts. The project is
focused on emerging artists and genres like contemporary folk, jazz and electronic music, excluding
the well established mainstream artists. The tours will be curated by excperienced music professionals
and experts of Nordic music.
The pilot tours would take place in 2018. Besides the tour production and planning, the brand ”Nordic
Music Highway” will be launched during the spring.
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ODE

ODE is a band with a sound full of rhythmic influences from Sweden, West Africa, Latin America and
the Middle East.
ODE consists of three glimmering stars in the Swedish folk music sky: Olle Linder
(percussion, guitar, vocals), Dan Svensson (percussion, vocals, guitar) and Emilia Amper (nyckelharpa
and vocals). Their chemistry, as people and musicians, is extraordinary and they build their
repertoiresolely on original, newly composed, material. The lyrics have a contemporary feel, and are
inspired by things that concern us here and now.
Their debut album was released in June 2013 and they have been touring since, in the Nordic countries,
Europe and the US.
ODE is now working on new material due to be released in 2018.
Virtuoso and groovy Swedish music with influences from the whole world.
Emilia Amper, Dan Svensson, Olle Linder

Genre: Nordic Folk
Territory: Global, USA, Europe, Middle-East and Asia

© Miki Anagrius
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RIGMOR GUSTAFSSON

Rigmor released her critically acclaimed ”When You Make Me Smile” (2014), together with
Dalasinfoniettan. This is her tenth album.
UK newspaper The Guardian has called Rigmor Gustafsson “penetratingly delicate, and subtle,” and
she continues to establish herself as one of the leading jazz vocalists in Scandinavia.
Since 1997, she has released nine CD’s of which three have gone gold in Sweden, the first jazz artist to
have that honor since Monica Zetterlund’s 1991 classic “Varsamt”. Rigmor’s “Alone with You” (2008)
won a Swedish Grammy, and “I Will Wait for You” (2003) received The Jazz Award in Germany.
In November 2013, Rigmor received the most prestigious jazz award in Sweden, “The Royal Musical
Academy’s Jazz Award”. Her new album, “When You Make Me Smile” featuring a piano trio and
orchestra, was released in August 2014.
Through the years, Rigmor has toured around the globe, mostly with her own trio, but she has also
featured in other constellations, (Radio String Quartet Vienna, Danish Radio Big Band, Swedish Radio
Jazz Orchestra), and has appeared on a number of TV shows. She has performed twice at celebrations
for Sweden’s Crown Princess, Victoria: at Her Royal Highness’ birthday and the 2010 Royal wedding
concert, both performances were live broadcasts on Swedish National TV .
Rigmor also performed at the 2003 Nobel Prize Ceremony, also on National Television in Sweden.
In 2002, she signed with the German record company, ACT.
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Genre: Jazz
Territory: Golbal, not GAS
Magnus Selander

Sallyswag is a new, young and challenging world music band oozing energy, artistry and attitude.
Combined, the different members’ backgrounds in various cultures and musical genres create
something entirely new. Driven musicians with roots in dance hall, rap, Afro, Balkan and Swedish folk
music, and newly written lyrics in Swedish, result in a vital and important music that fills a void that
has previously existed on the Swedish music scene.
The band’s front woman is Aurelia Dey, a raggazonto queen from Gothenburg and Ghana. Already
an established name on the reggae and dancehall scene, she is currently studying world music at the
Academy of Music and Drama at the University of Gothenburg. Sanna Eriksson alternates between
and backing vocals. Originally hailing from the Jämtland region, she has a voice that’s smooth as silk,
and a love of latin flow with cool lyrics in Spanish and Swedish. Erika Risinger handles violin and
backing vocals. She is a freelance “riksspelman” (national folk musician) with one foot in the region
of Dalarna, one foot in the region of Skåne, and “a hand” i Bulgaria. Freelance bass guitarist Nadina
Pundins has spent a lot of time learning about the music of Mali and Cuba. Susanna Risberg is a
young, but renowned electric guitarist who has currently an album out by her own jazz trio. In 2011,
she received the prestigeous Jimi Hendrix Award.
Ebba Wigren is an accomplished drummer and percussionist also studying world music in
Gothenburg. The band also features an impressive brass section, featuring freelance trombone player
Paulina Moberg (also a member of Daniel Radich Big Band), and trumpet player/multi instrumentalist
Nadia Hamouchi from Malmö, who has studied improvisational music, and has also played a lot of
hip hop and R&B. The final member of the brass section is Anna Malmström on clarinet and bass
clarinet. She’s active on the folk music scene and has released an album with Kvara Kvartett.
The music that we play has evolved from the identities of the different members of the band. Our aim was to
create a whole new organism. A hot, living, cooking melting pot of newly written material, as well as older
stuff. We create, and borrow lyrics and sounds influenced by roots music from Mali, Kuba, Haiti, Bolivia,
Chile, Bulgaria, Sweden, and other places, and build our own music from that. We want our music to be an
enjoyable punch in the face. We shake things up, take a lot of space, and grab a hold.

Genre: Folk rock
Territory: Global, USA and Asia

© Ferhat Deniz Fors
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SKENET

Genre: Folk rock
Territory: Global, Europe, USA and Asia

Skenet is a band consisting of four young and fearless Swedes, who grew up together in the vibrant
Nordic folk music scene that provides the roots of their sound. As kids, playing the violin together,
they became fast friends, while exploring the language of music. Today, the collaboration – like their
friendship – continues to grow.
In Skenet, that violin still creates the melody and voice, but adding drums, electric guitar, bass, and
Moog makes for a unique combination of Nordic roots music and electric rock. While some of the
melodies date from the 1800s, most are original compositions by siblings Lena and Staffan Jonsson.
The themes may be inspired by a rich tradition, but the end result is something entirely new:
instrumental, folk rocking, and psychedelic!
Lena Jonsson - violin / Niklas “Nicke” Bertilsson -drums / Johan Mörk - bass /
Staffan Jonsson - guitars
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TARABBAND

Tarabband, a word game on Tarab and Band, is a six-member group founded in 2008 by Iraqi
Egyptian Nadin Al khalidi and Swedish Gabriel Hermansson in Malmö, Sweden. A cross-cultural
musical experience resonating tarab; the universal feeling when emotions and music become one.
Tarabband’s music takes off from Malmö, travels via Paris and the Mediterranean to Cairo and
Baghdad creating the band’s original compositions and sound.
The group’s front figure and vocalist Nadin Al khalidi (awarded “Tradition bearer of the year” at
Swedish World Music awards 2014) fled from Iraq in 2001 arriving to Sweden as a refugee. Her lyrics
merge political and social topics along with questions around identity, survival and love; always striving
for peace and tolerance between the different cultures. Weaving the personal element into the songs
allows Nadin to share stories and her stories of war: “Some people and stories we never hear of. The
least we could do is share their stories.”
It also paves the way to Tarabband’s Arabic young audience to relate and connect with Nadin’s lyrics in
a way that is relevant with the current challenges young people are facing in the Middle East. Whether
it’s Iraqi, Egyptian, or Swedish, Nadin celebrates her triple identity, a mix that is culturally rich.
TARABBAND won the award “Best Group of the year 2017” in Sweden’s Folk and World Music Awards.
Nadin Al khalidi - vocals, saz, guitar / Gabriel Hermansson - oud, guitar, vocals /
Dan Svensson - percussion, flute, vocals / Filip Runesson - violin / Romain Coutama - bass /
Stephan Jarl - percussion, vocals

Genre: Cross-Over
Territory: Global, Middle-East, USA and Asia

© Sherwynd Rylan Kessler
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VÄRLDENS BAND

The band is made up of members of BBC Radio 2 Young Folk Award winners Last Orders, BBC Radio
2 Horizon Award nominees Rura and Swedish Folk Award winners Kolonien, alongside winner of the
All India Radio Competition Carnatic Devotional singer Charu Hariharan, rising star of the Senegalese
Griot tradition Abdou Cissokho and members of Swedish folk quintet Abra Makabra, Since the start in
2012 Världens band has carried out four highly successful tours of Sweden, playing at all of the major
folk festivals, and two UK tours, where they have created an enthusiastic following after twice playing
at Sage Gateshead, headlining Musicport Festival, and appearing at venues and universities across the
country, including Band on the Wall, Rich Mix and Belgrave Music Hall.
To quote a critic from NE:MM MAGAZINE (UK):
”I’d urge anyone with an interest in hearing something truly ground-breaking and different to go out and see
this band!”
In the Spring of 2018, this unique world music orchestra will release their second studio album. It is
called Dadjalo – which in wolof means “come together”. The band will then come together for a long
European Summer Tour.
13 musicians from six countries and three continents: Världens Band performs a mix of folk and
roots music from its members’ native countries in a collision of cultures and a style self-branded as
‘Transglobal Roots Fusion’.
Swedish melodies meet Scottish reels, English guitar accompanies Indian classical song, Galician
pipes play Balkan melodies and the Senegalese kora dances over Mediterranean rhythms. The result
is a unique and exciting blend of culture, personality and style.
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Genre: Transglobal World Fusion
Territory: The World
Olof Grind

Världens Band can offer four different workshops in World Music
Discover Indian Song and Percussion with Charu Hariharan, winner of the All India Radio competition in Carnatic
Devotional Singing and expert player of the Indian traditional drum - mridangam.
- No instruments or experience needed to participate
Songs and Stories from the Senegalese Grio tradition –
Meet Abdou Cissokho and his 22 stringed west-African
harp – Kora. You will learn songs and more about this old
tradition that is still very much alive!
- No instruments or experience needed to participate
Play Tunes of the British Isles with Dave Foley, flute
player with BBC Radio 2 Horizon Award nominees 2013
Rura, melodeon player Dave Gray and BBC Radio 2 Young
Folk Award winner guitarist Matthew Jones. – Participants
should bring their own instruments (all are welcome) and have
played music for at least two years.
Pick up Rhythms of the World from Kolonien percussionist Mischa Grind and musician Tobias Karlehag. – Bring
your own percussion instruments – no experience needed
Practical info.
Maximum of participants: 20
Preparation time: 30 min before 15 min after.
Time: 1,5 hours up to 2 hours.
Facilities: One large room adjusted to the number of participants and
with no sound disturbance.
Food – Coffey, Tea, Water and Fruits, at least for the workshop leader but
good if the participants could have as well.
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HILDA
SANDGREN
Starting out as an actress, Sandgren has
the recent twenty years, been more than
fully occupied with running a production
company that operates a little outside
of industry giants , establishing itself as
something between large and small in the
live context.

© The Studio

One of MTA’s strengths is being able to offer an attractive alternative for acts who don’t quite fit into
the rock or pop categories.
Besides that, Hilda has been working as a music entrepreneur, building studios and creating different
platforms for music theatre and different arts.
She is also teaching entreprenurship and projectmanagement at Kungliga Musikhögskolan (Royal
College of Music) in Stockholm. She works with booking and as a visionary and managing director at
MTA Production.

BJØRN BUNES

Bjørn Bunes is from Norway, he started his music career in the
band “Poor Rich Ones”.
After the band dissolved in 2003 he continued to collaborate with
the lead singer William Hut, as a musician, producer and composer.
During the same period he started to tour and work in studio with
artist such as Magnet, Morten Abel and David Mead etc.
Bjørn moved from Bergen/Norway to Stockholm in 2010 and
continued to work as a freelance producer and musician. In the end
of 2014 Bjørn started a new career at MTA Production as a
booking & export manager with focus on the Nordic territory. He
now works with the company’s export strategies and international
booking.
Early 2017 Bjørn moved back to Bergen/Norway.

© Anders Stenwall
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MTA CONTACT
Hilda Sandgren
founder, owner, CEO, senioragent
hilda@mtaprod.se
+46 70-440 85 00
Bjørn Bunes
exportmanager, booking
bjorn.bunes@mtaprod.se
Norway: +47 463 06 669
Malin Kairis
sales manager, senioragent, booking
malin@mtaprod.se
+46 73-989 74 93
Vincent Bell
production manager, agent, booking
vincent@mtaprod.se
+46 73-700 22 63
Johan Winge
economy
johan@mtaprod.se
+46 70-787 32 78

Office address:
MTA Production AB
Gamla Brogatan 23 a
111 20 Stockholm
Sweden
office +46 8-660 80 88
#mtaprod
#nordichighway
www.mtaprod.se
www.womex.mtaprod.se
www.mtaprod.no
www.facebook.com/mtaproduction
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LET THE MUSIC BEGIN!
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